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ABSTRACT
Trip planning services are employed extensively by users to com-
pute paths between locations and navigate within a road network.
In some real-world scenarios such as planning for a hiking trip or
running training, users usually require personalized trip planning.
Although some existing systems can recommend trips that other
users have posted, along with a set of ratings w.r.t. the difficulty
of the route, conditions, or the enjoyment it provides. Very often
though users want to define a custom trip that fits their personal
needs, for which existing systems are unable to provide any rating.
In this paper we therefore define the problem of inferring ratings for
custom trips. We also outline a solution to infer ratings by utilizing
the ratings of trips previously posted by users and their similarity
with a given custom trip. Finally, we present the results of prelimi-
nary experiments were we evaluate the efficiency of our proposed
approach on inferring ratings for trips related to hiking and other
similar activities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, outdoor activities such as jogging, hiking or cycling
have become an important part of daily life. One key component
in these outdoor sports is trip selection that depends on individual
preferences and purposes. For example, someone prefers to enjoy
nice views while hiking even if she has to take a longer trail, while
someone else may care only about how challenging a hiking trails is.
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Figure 1: Motivational example.

The quality of the trip selection process can affect the enjoyment of
the activity significantly, e.g., training result or user mood. Towards
this end, many applications allow users to design their own trips
for conducting their preferred sport activity. Consider that in a
system different hiking trips with GPS traces have been uploaded
and rated by users. These trips can be visualized as the solid blue
lines in Figure 1. One user proposes a custom trip that is displayed
as the dashed red line. This newly designed trip may overlap with
some existing trips. In most cases, the rating of the designed trip is
unknown and, to the best of our knowledge, there is currently no
research or applications that directly tackle how to infer the rating
for the designed trip.

In this paper, we study the problem of rating inference for custom
trips. Rating inference can be considered as predicting a rating
for a non rated item and has been widely used in recommender
systems research. A recommender system can be formally presented
as a set of users U = {u1,u2, ...,ui , ...,um } and a set of objects
O = {o1,o2, ...,oj , ...,on }. The relations between U and O can be
further presented as a rating matrix. The size ofU andO can be very
large, such as thousands or even millions of users and items. Many
ratings in the user-itemmatrix are empty. Thus, a recommender is to
compute a score ri , j that matches the expected interest or utility of
the user ui to object oj . More recently, multi-criteria recommender
systems are also developed to consider different attribute ratings
of an object [1]. In our context, the rating inference for custom trip
can be considered as multi-criteria and cold-start recommendation
problem. Each trip has different attributes such as difficulty or
views, and each attribute can have a rating. Also, a trip is defined
by a user for the first time and has never been used by others. Thus,
the trip is a cold-start object to the system.
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To tackle this problem, we propose a solution to predict the
attribute rating of a custom trip by using the fact that the query
trip shares segments with existing trips for which the ratings are
known. We believe that the outcome of the rating inference can be
of high practical value to many applications related to outdoor sport
activities. Our preliminary evaluation on real-world data shows
that the proposed solution is promising and it can be considered as
baseline for future research.

2 RELATEDWORK
A number of route recommendation algorithms are related to the
rating inference for custom trips. In these works, the routes are
either driving routes [4] or running routes [7]. The route recom-
mendation can usually be dealt with as a route ranking problem
based on personalization a user’s location and preferences [5]. Dif-
ferent aspects can be further taken into account when ranking the
relevant routes. For example, Wang et al. [9] consider real-time
traffic data and historical taxi driving data to offer real-time route
recommendations. Wang et al. [10] study the recommendation of
driving routes based on the mood, fatigue and social information
of the user. Su et al. [8] and Li et al. [6] utilize the knowledge of
the crowd to improve the recommendation quality. Chen et al. [3]
extend the problem by adding a set of places to visit. Throughout
this paper, the term trip and route may be used interchangeably.

To the best of our knowledge, the existing route recommendation
algorithms cannot be directly applied for inferring custom trip
ratings. In contrast to existing works where routes are automatically
generated [7], in our use-case scenario trips are designed by the
users themselves. We argue that in the motivating scenarios we
presented in the previous section w.r.t. outdoor sport activities, the
user may prefer a trip she designs herself rather that a ranked list
of already defined routes. Such a trip may capture preferences of
the user that are not modelled in the system. Even in such cases,
the user would still like to know the evaluation of the trip w.r.t.
attributes supported by the system.

3 BACKGROUND & PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let G = (N , E) be a directed weighted graph representing a spatial
network with nodes N and edges E ⊆ N ×N . Each edge e = (u,v) ∈
E has an assigned positive weight l(e) which captures the network
distance fromu tov . A GPS trace L is a sequence ⟨l1, . . . , lm⟩ where
each li is a position represented by geographical coordinates, i.e.,
longitude and latitude. A trip is represented by a tuple t = {L, r },
where L is the GPS trace associated with trip t , and r is a rating
assigned to t by the user who created it. If the value of r is set, then
we call t a rated trip. Otherwise t is called an unrated trip. Also,
the GPS trace of a trip t can be mapped to some path of the spatial
network. We denote this path by p(t).

In this paper, given a set of rated trips T = {t1, . . . , t |T | and an
unrated query trip tq , our aim is to infer a rating for tq by taking
into account the similarity of tq with the trips in T . Consider our
example in Figure 1. The blue/solid lines represent trips that are
stored in the system and have already been rated by the users who
created them. The red/dotted line represents a trip that a user has
defined and which does not exist in the database, and is therefore
unrated. However, notice that the user-defined trip is overlapping,

i.e., shares segments, with several rated trips. We argue that it is
possible to infer a rating for the user-defined/red trip, by taking
into account the ratings of the rated/blue trips. Furthermore, the
higher the overlap between two trips the higher the chances that
their rating is similar.

4 SOLUTION OVERVIEW
The main idea behind our approach is to first map GPS traces for
both the rated trips in the input set T and the unrated query trip
tq to the spatial network, thus replacing the GPS trace of each trip
with a path in the spatial network G. Considering paths instead of
GPS traces facilitates the computation of the shared length/overlap
between trips. Next, by considering the ratings of trips in T the
paths of which overlap with the path of the query trip tq , we infer
a rating for tq . In brief, our approach consists of two phases: a) the
data preparation phase, which involves the mapping of the GPS
traces of rated trips in the input setT to paths in the spatial network
G, and the construction of an index to optimize the retrieval of
overlapping trips, and b) the query processing phase, which involves
the mapping of the GPS trace of the query trip tq to a path p(tq ) in
the spatial network G, the retrieval of the overlapping trips ti ∈ T
with tq , and the computation/inference of the rating rq for tq .

4.1 Data Preparation
The fist step of the data preparation is the map matching of the
GPS traces of trips ti in the inpute setT to paths p(ti ) in the spatial
network G . In this step the list of coordinates of the input trip tq is
mapped to a path, i.e., a list of edges, of the spatial network. As the
map matching of GPS traces to a spatial network is a well studied
problem, we use the Viterbi map matching algorithm proposed by
Wei et al. [11] which, according to the results of the ACM SIGSPA-
TIAL Cup 2012 [2], offers both good performance and accuracy.

Next, to optimize the retrieval of trips the paths of which overlap
with the path of a given query trip tq , we build an inverted index
on the edges of each trip. More specifically, for each edge e of the
spatial network, we store the list of trips for which e is part of. By
storing this information, given a query trip tq , we avoid computing
the overlap of p(tq ) with all the paths of trips in the database, i.e.,
we need to compute the overlap only with the paths of trips ti ∈ T
that contains at least one edge of p(tq ).

4.2 Rating Inference
The second phase of our approach begins with the mapping of the
GPS trace of the unrated trip tq to the underlying spatial networkG .
Similar to the data preparation phase, we employ the Viterbi map
matching algorithm proposed by Wei et al. [11], and we compute
the path p(tq ) in the underlying spatial network that the GPS trace
of tq is mapped to.

Having completed the map matching step, we need to retrieve
all the trips ti ∈ T such that every associated path p(ti ) overlaps
with p(tq ). The overlap ratio is the fraction of p(tq ) that is shared
with p(ti ) and is given by given by

Ol(ti , tj ) =

∑
∀e ∈p(ti )∪p(tj ) ℓ(e)

ℓ(p(tj ))
.
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Figure 2: Rating inference overview.

We first retrieve from the edge inverted index the set that contains
all the trips ti ∈ T the paths of which have at least some overlap
withp(tq ). Then, we compute the overlapsOl(ti , tq ) for all the paths
of the retrieved trips from the edge inverted index.

Subsequently, for each edge e ∈ p(tq ) we define the set Te as

Te = {ti | ti∈D ∧ e∈p(ti )}

which is the set of trips the paths of which contain e . To define
the rating of each edge e ∈ p(tq ) we have to consider not only the
rating of each trip ti ∈ T the path p(ti ) of which shares e with p(tq ),
but also the fraction of p(tq ) that is shared with p(ti ). As such, the
rating of e is given by

Rt(e) =
∑

∀ti ∈Te

ri ·
Ol(ti , tq )∑

∀tj ∈Te Ol(tj , tq )
.

Note that in order to ensure the proper computation of Rt(e) we
normalize the overlap of ti with tq .

Finally, the rating of trip tq is defined as the weighted average
of the ratings of its edges, i.e.,

rq =
∑

∀e ∈p(tq )

Rt(e) ·
ℓ(e)

ℓ(Eq )

where Eq ⊆ p(tq ) is the set of edges of p(tq ) that are also crossed
by some path p(ti ) : ti ∈ Te , and ℓ(Eq ) is the sum of the lengths
of all edges e ∈ Eq . Figure 2 outlines all the steps of our proposed
rating inference approach.

5 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
In this section, we present a case study and preliminary evaluation
using data obtained from Outdooractive1. The dataset contains a
large list of trips. For each trip, multiple fields are provided, e.g.,
trip type, user that submitted the trip, information about how to
access the starting point etc. Also, the dataset provides five different
rated attributes, i.e., Condition, Difficulty, Technique, Quality of
experience, and Landscape, the ratings of which are integers within
the interval [1, 6]. We also obtained data for four different spatial
networks from OpenStreetMap2. For each experimental scenario
1https://www.outdooractive.com/
2https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Table 1: Spatial network and trip data.

network nodes edges trips (hiking) trips (all)
Swabia 491213 630094 544 353
Austria 2484861 3033885 516 260
NE Italy 1467754 1884450 696 419
Bavaria 3045179 3928652 1346 754

we used trips from the Outdooractive dataset that could be matched
with each spatial network of OpenStreetMap. For the matching of
the GPS traces with the spatial networks, we obtained the imple-
mentation of the Viterbi maps algorithm [11] from Graphhopper3.
The details of the data we used are shown in Table 1.

In our experiments, we use for each dataset 90% of the trips as
training data, i.e., rated trips, and 10% of the trips as test data, i.e.,
trips the rating of which we infer. We report the results for five
different runs/combinations of training-test data. For each set of test
trips, we measure the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of our inferred
ratings for all five attributes. Moreover, we round our inferred rating
to the closest integer value and we measure the accuracy of our
prediction, i.e., for how many test trips our approach was able to
infer the correct rating. Furthermore, we distinguish two different
cases for the trips: a) we consider all trips regardless of their type,
an b) we restrict the experiments to trips that are related to hiking.
We do so in order to get insight on how the trip type influences the
quality of the inferred rating for each attribute.

To infer trip ratings, our approach takes into account only the
part of an unrated trip that overlaps with some already rated trip.
The average overlap of each unrated trip with already rated trips
was 48.6% for Schwabia, 14.1% for Austria, 22.4% for NE Italy, and
15.5% for Bavaria. In case where a given query trip had no overlap-
ping segments with any other rated trip, then our approach was
unable to determine a rating. More specifically, our approach was
able to determine a rating for 91.8% on average of the test trips in
Schwabia, 63.5% of the test trips in Austria, 68.4% of the test trips
in NE Italy, and 72.2% of the test trips in Bavaria.

Figure 3 shows the mean absolute error of our proposed ap-
proach. We observe that the MAE is clearly influenced by the rating
attribute. More specifically, our approach demonstrates the low-
est MAE for the difficulty attribute and the highest MAE for the
condition attribute, in all scenarios. Nevertheless, the MAE of our
approach for all rating attributes is relatively low in all cases, i.e.,
below 1.2 with the exception of condition in Austria. With regard
to the difference between the scenarios that consider all trips and
those that consider only hiking related trips, we do not observe
an indication that the type restriction reduces the MAE, although
it happens in half of all cases. There are various reasons why this
might be the case, e.g. certain attributes are more universal, simi-
lar types of activities may interest very diverse users etc., which
indicates that a more thorough investigation is necessary.

Figure 4 shows the accuracy of our proposed approach. Similar
to the MAE, our approach demonstrates the highest accuracy for
the difficulty attribute and the lowest accuracy for the condition
attribute in all scenarios. Our approach was able to infer the correct

3https://www.graphhopper.com

https://www.outdooractive.com/
https://www.openstreetmap.org/
https://www.graphhopper.com
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Figure 3: InferenceMeanAbsolute Error for all four datasets
for all trips and hiking related trips only.

difficulty rating for more than half of the test trips in all cases.
Also similar to MAE, the trip type restriction does not indicate any
significant improvement in the accuracy of the inferred ratings.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the problem of inferring ratings for user-
defined trips by considering the overlap of such trips with already
rated trips. More specifically, we first map the GPS traces of already
rated trips and the GPS traces of a given unrated query trip to paths
in the underlying spatial network. Then, we compute for each edge
of the path associated with the query trip a rating, by considering
the rating of all the trips the paths of which contain that particular
edge. Then we define the inferred rating as the weighted average
of the ratings of all rated edges on the path of the query trip. Our
preliminary evaluation shows the efficiency of our approach in
inferring trips ratings related to hiking, thus demonstrating the
promise of our approach.

In the future, we plan to investigate different directions in order
to improve the efficiency of our approach. First, we need to expand
our approach to take into account the edges for which a rating
cannot be inferred, as we are currently considering only edges
which lie in the path of at least one rated trip. Second, we need to
develop a solution for determining the rating of trips the paths of
which do not overlap with any path of an already rated trip. As we
are also planning to evaluate our approach on different use-cases,
we believe it is possible to infer ratings using scenario specific
properties. Finally, we intend to study the effect of the overlap
among the trips on the accuracy of rating inference. This will allow
us to gain more insight and improve the inference algorithm.
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Figure 4: Inference accuracy for all four datasets for all trips
and hiking related trips only.
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